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Abstract 

The following is a comprehensive overview of current infrastructure and market challenges.  This review 
provides detailed information about the state of various industry segments and possible solutions for 
improvement.  
 
This examination will assist you in conversations with industry partners and provides a framework for 
constructive dialogue for resolution of these challenges.   

 

Perspective  

In 2006/2007 the single biggest issue facing the North American market was how we, as an industry, would 
prepare for future growth while dealing with a multitude of infrastructure issues which would challenge 
supply chains. At the time, double-digit trade growth was the norm and then came the great recession - 
volumes dropped dramatically and with them the issues that we were facing in 2006/2007 went into hiding 
– BUT they didn’t go away. 
 
We need to look back no further than the first quarter of 2014 when this clearly played out in our 
operational theatre.  As an example, Port Newark closed for more than 20 days due to the severe winter 
weather while at the same time entire segments of the rail network literally froze, thus stopping locomotive 
power completely. The common benchmark known within our industry is that for every day a terminal is 
closed it takes ten days to recover – so do we need to question why the conversation of winter weather 
was still in our collective dialogue well into the summer. 
 
The issues we’ve faced over the past year have not been isolated to winter weather alone, nor to one 
specific geography/market.  The truth is our infrastructure can’t handle the pressure of extended 
exceptions – let alone several exceptions at once – and as a result it has yet to fully recover.  
 
Current issues like vessel bunching, big ships, a declining number of truck drivers, or the severe rail car 
shortage at many terminals are some of the challenges facing us today.  However, they are symptoms of 
the overriding core infrastructure issues facing our antiquated ports, rail, and highways.  A Report Card 
issued by the trade group ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) in 2013 rated America's infrastructure 
a D+, barely a passing grade and compared against the expectations of shippers it is certainly a failing 
grade. 
 
In 2009 we learned that growth was no longer a given for our industry. In fact, the historical patterns that 
characterized the sourcing and transportation of goods likely changed forever. The luxury of working in an 
industry that experienced a historical compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9-10% ended. 
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Industry-wide capital investment which traditionally occurred in preparation for future growth halted.  
Returns suffered with ocean carrier losses over $15 billion USD - focus quickly shifted to boosting efficiency 
and lowering cost.  
 
Currently, what is old is new again; the infrastructure investment needed in 2006/2007 is still very real.  FFE 
volumes are in fact growing.   Today with 16,104,662 FFE estimated for full year 2015 in the U.S. while the 
full year 2008 market size was 14,523,145 FFE.  
 
The significant roadblock is that the industry is still not making the returns that are needed to start 
investment. Freight rates continue their deflationary trend – extending further than just ocean carriers – 
terminal, rail, and truck providers all feel the squeeze.  Simultaneously, variable costs, such as wages, 
benefits and healthcare costs continue to increase. 
 
The reality we face is not one that can be solved overnight.  The kind of infrastructure improvements that 
are needed will take years suggesting the challenges we face will continue well into the future.  Collectively 
our focus will be best served when we shift from the symptoms in isolation to working in collaboration to 
identify a way forward.  
 
What are the conversations we are having today to effectively address short and long-term 
improvements?  How do we cooperatively, as an industry, build a sustainable solution?  We must work 
together openly and transparently to address these challenges and achieve results. 

 

Current Market Challenges  

There are many challenges facing our industry and they exist throughout all segments including labor.    
 
2014-2015, U.S. West Coast contract negotiations between the ILWU (International Longshore and 
Warehouse Union) and PMA (Pacific Maritime Association), representing carriers and terminal operations, 
was a costly and disruptive event for inbound supply chains.  It worsened existing West Coast port terminal 
congestion conditions caused by surges in cargo volumes from growing imports and bigger ships; shortages 
of chassis and rail cars; added ILWU safety equipment safety checks; vessel bunching; the need for 
extended gate hours; low productivity and an insufficient numbers of truck drivers.  The entire supply chain 
must gear up for bigger volumes and strive for greater efficiency or risk ongoing congestion.   
 
Truckers, specifically intermodal drayage drivers, are leaving the industry and few are entering due to the 
lack of productivity at terminals/ports and are seeking other options where they can make more money. 
Thus, we have a declining number of intermodal truckers to address this growing industry segment.   Rail 
intermodal tonnage is expected to grow 5.5% annually through 2019, and 5.1% a year through 2025, 
according to Forecast, ATA (American Trucking Assoc.)-IHS Global Insight reporting.  To resolve this, truck 
rates are rising to attract and keep new drivers, which require passing these higher costs to shippers. 
 
The intermodal rail network has reached its maximum capacity causing severe rail car shortages. The 
railroads’ priority has primarily been the energy industry.  NBC News reports that there were 11,000 rail 
carloads of crude oil in 2009, there were 400,000 carloads in 2013.  In addition, YTD import growth has 
outpaced export growth further aggravating the existing import/export imbalance (US imports have grown 
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4.9% YTD -that equates to an increase of nearly 300,000 FFE on import so far this year - while the export 
market has contracted at a rate of negative .6%) – Piers.  
 
The downstream impacts of these challenges, and others, are hitting terminal, rail, and truck operations 
and frustrating shippers as cargo delivery delays or complete lack of service mounts. 

 

Terminals 

Terminal capacities are nearing, or in some cases have reached their maximum operating capacity. This is a 
result of several lingering and more recent issues.  While the import market was up in 2014 the export 
market declined. As a consequence, it is difficult to get equipment back to the terminals to ensure cargo 
moves off terminal at a rate which is sustainable. 
 
This congestion is also impacting gate and truck operations as turn-times for truckers have increased 5-22% 
on average in North America. Truckers are simply spending more time waiting in line while making fewer 
moves overall. 
 
Terminals also continue to struggle with productivity issues. US ports are some of the least productive 
amongst those in the developed world – falling short in comparison to Asia and European ports. The major 
ports in North America are some of the poorest performing amongst an already lacklustre bunch.  
Further complicating the situation, when one gateway becomes clogged collectively we line up at another 
gateway thus creating another bottleneck. The terminals accept the cargo, the intermodal vendors believe 
they can handle it, but once the breaking point is reached it is typically too late.   North American terminals 
need to catch-up and keep pace so they’re able to handle the bigger vessels that are coming. 
 
Ocean carriers do take action spending large sums of money to offer shippers options, like adding late gate 
operations. However, too often these opportunities are largely left under-utilized.  In the case of the late 
gate option, it wasn’t effectively linked to available warehouse receiving resulting in it not being fully 
developed. Also, the reduced HOS rule prevents truckers from working the extra hours and days necessary 
to move initiatives such as this one forward. 

 

Rail 

Rail operations are suffering as a result of the inability to get equipment back to terminals fast enough.  
This is partially due to the unexpected, exaggerated imbalance between imports/exports experienced in 
2014 but more so as a result of the cost associated in moving/repositioning empty assets. This is an 
unwanted extra cost that eats into vendor margins.  In general, the import shipper will bear the cost as they 
are in a stronger financial position vs. export shippers in commodity markets.  Rail is also feeling the pain of 
an outdated/aging infrastructure. While rail providers are making capital improvements, these 
improvements are slow and costly.  
 
It is noted that public spending on infrastructure improvements generates striking economic returns to 
society.  A Duke University study found that for every dollar invested in transportation infrastructure there 
is a $3.54 return in economic benefit. 
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Truck 

Trucking is experiencing an extreme crunch on resources with the number of available drivers decreasing 
and an inability to get new drivers to come into the industry due to several factors, most of which is 
earnings potential.  This is made worse by an increasing demand of both short and long haul truckers.  To 
put it in perspective, intermodal truck growth is 10% YOY and worse yet is that the industry believes we are 
currently short 35,000 drivers.  The truck driver shortage is expected to surge to 239,000 by 2022 and the 
ATA (American Trucking Association) estimates that the industry needs on average 100,000 new drivers 
each year over the next decade. 
 
The need for an increased number of motor carriers across the market is real and not isolated to one 
carrier.  For Maersk Line alone in North America, 21% more truckers are being used to handle only a 10% 
increase in intermodal volumes.  The issue of truck power is going to remain unless something is done to 
increase trucker compensation which is suffering due to stricter safety requirements, reduced HOS (hours 
of service) legislation, emissions requirements, lack of port productivity and chassis availability which all 
add up to the shortage of  drivers in the seats.  

 

Equipment 

As the transformation of the chassis provision model advances there will continue to be challenges due to a 
lack of standardization throughout North America.   Chassis models change as you move throughout North 
America requiring continuously adjusting to different model types.  Keeping chassis equipment in good 
working order, asset ownership and pricing are all part of this evolving chassis model challenge. Where we 
need to get to is a consolidated grey pool to get the most out of the asset. 
 
A downstream impact of the challenges facing truck power is chassis availability.  With fewer turns being 
made by truckers, chassis turns are fewer so the asset is being under-utilized.  In fact, chassis are still the 
least utilized asset in the industry. If you tour most port complexes you will likely see bundled/stacked 
chassis littered around terminals.  

 

Additional Hot-topics 

Free-time is not free. It never has been. The costs associated with aging boxes are paid by someone. Simply 
granting additional free-time does not address the root cause issue or a given exception, but rather 
encourages cargo to sit longer adding to the complexity of that given situation.  
 
Vessel Bunching is new on the scene. Larger vessels are delayed when there isn’t a sufficient labor force 
assigned to work the vessel to move it quickly in and out.  Effective labor scheduling at the terminal will 
help minimize bunching.  Another consideration is that the overall port system operates more efficiently 
when all vessels arrive on proforma schedules. However, maintaining schedule reliability comes at a cost 
which carriers do not receive remuneration.  Vessel bunching is a tradeoff of running a business using a low 
cost model. 

 
Appointment systems are here to stay. Meaningful drayage appointment systems would assist in the flow 
of containers.  For this model to get traction, it would require industry buy-in from all segments. What we 
have seen so far in the industry are appointment systems that only work when service levels are running 
with full integrity.  
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Alliances have exploded on the scene. With the focus continuing to be on increased cost savings and 
sustainable solutions that meet market demand, alliances are another tool in the toolbox which carriers 
leverage to lower cost and improve service while creating efficiencies for shippers. In LA-Long Beach, 
multiple terminal vessel calls by alliance partners are creating logistical difficulties for truckers matching the 
correct chassis with the correct containers. 
 
Big Ships. It’s not about the biggest ship, but the best ship for the trade. Maersk Line makes every attempt 
to deploy capacity in a way that does not destabilize any given trade lane. Bigger ships support the effort of 
driving toward lowest cost.  
 
Ancillary costs continue to rise – items like the ECA fuel regulation (the requirement to use ultra-low sulfur 
fuels in ships operating within the 200 nautical mile boundary of the North American Emission Control Area 
(ECA), continue to put added pressure on carriers. 
 
For additional information, please see list of major infrastructure improvement projects in the Appendix. 

 

Maersk Line Position 

We operate in an environment that demands the lowest possible cost. In such an environment there are 
inherent trade-offs.  
 
 In this lowest possible cost setting we offer:   

1. Our customers competitive prices  
2. Steady fleet and equipment investments  
3. Price stability 
4. Customer Charter- Our commitment to improve 8 core business fundamentals to deliver 

greater value and productivity to our customers’ global supply chains 
5. Value to our shareholders  

 
Even in this environment, we are effectively investing in our service offerings to have positive impacts on 
customer satisfaction. We are working hard to drive down our operational costs to ensure that we can 
continue to invest in our fleet, equipment and people. In fact, at the Maersk Group Capital Markets Day 
Maersk Line CEO, Soren Skou, announced that we would continue to make a 3 Billion dollar a year 
investment in our business over the next five years.  
 
We also recognize we play a role in the challenges facing the North American market. For Maersk Line, we 
understand that sticking to our proformas is an essential component to ensure that terminals can execute 
as designed. Collectively, the impact of vessel bunching on terminals is adding to the overall issues. 
  
Maersk Line doesn’t plan for vessels to arrive off proforma, but with issues like weather or challenges at 
foreign ports there are interruptions to our best laid plans. The additional expenditure of being on-time at 
all cost exposes carriers to extreme cost risk. That said, we still are, and strive to be the most reliable carrier 
in the industry as reported by SeaIntel – not just for our customers, but for our terminal partners as well.   
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In Closing 

Improving infrastructure challenges requires a collaborative industry effort.  Our conversations must 
change from squeezing the last dollar out of a rate to how we ensure the timely delivery of freight.  We as 
an industry must accept the expense and need for sustainable market solutions that deliver supply chain 
integrity, improve productivity and global competitiveness. 
  
Maersk Line remains committed to top quality reliability and investing in our business including:  Fuel-
efficient, environmentally friendly vessels; available container equipment to meet industry demand; 
trusted, knowledgeable Maersk Line people committed to customer care and first-class sales and customer 
support; and streamlined systems and accurate and timely processes. 
 
We are committed to this. This is our promise, delivered to you. 
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Appendix 1: Key Takeaways 

Infrastructure 

 Core infrastructure issues at our ports, terminals, rail, and highways require significant investment 
and sustainable solutions to ensure the efficient flow of global shipments 

 Cooperative industry discussions are needed to address challenges and resolve them – focus on 
more than the lowest rate to ensure future progress and success 

 Terminals in most locations are at maximum capacity thus causing congestion and lack of 
productivity 

 Rail service is suffering due to the need for bigger trains  

 Trucker capacity shortage,  currently short 35K in the market – necessitates improving driver 
earnings potential 

 Consistent, standardized chassis model across the U.S. to simplify and improve efficiency 

 Note, public spending on infrastructure improvements generates striking economic returns - Duke 
University study found that for every dollar invested in transportation infrastructure there is a 
$3.54 return in economic benefit 

Vessels 

 Infrastructure investment required to address increasing vessel size which continues to grow  

 Increased costs due to environmentally friendly fuels to be compliant with environmental and 
country obligations 

 Vessels bunching at ports hinders reliability and ability to find skilled labor to work vessels is 
challenge 

 Vessel bunching and big ships results in many containers on terminal at the same time which 
causes congestion and additional strain on inland infrastructure 

 

Maersk Line 

 Maersk Line is driving down operational costs to ensure investment in people, our fleet, timely and 
accurate shipment fundamentals and equipment 

 Committed to working to achieve sustainable market solutions to ensure supply chain integrity, 
improve productivity and global competitiveness 

 Conversations focusing on timely freight delivery, maintaining service levels and infrastructure 
improvements rather than the lowest rate 

 Commitment to schedule reliability for our customers’ supply chains and terminal efficiency 
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Appendix 2: Notable, major infrastructure improvement projects 

 

 CSX’s Virginia Avenue Tunnel expansion project, Washington D.C., Federal approval, 11/2014 
 

 Los Angeles-Long Beach gray chassis pool –  4 companies that control approximately 95% of the 
chassis agreed to develop a neutral chassis pool which will be rolled out February 2015 

 

 Port of Baltimore, Hanover Street Bridge Plan-replacement or rehabilitation, TIGER (Transportation 
Investment Generating Economic Recovery) Grant of $1.1 million, reported 9/2014 
 

 Port of Boston dredging and crane installation, planned for 2015-16 
 

 Port of Charleston Wando Welch Terminal Rehabilitation, TIGER grant $10.8 million, reported 
9/2014 

 

 Port of Newark Container Terminal Access Improvement and Expansion Project, TIGER grant of 
$14.8 million, reported 9/2014 

 

 Port of NY and NJ, raising the Bayonne Bridge to allow passage of large vessels – due to be 
completed in 2017 

 

 Port of Savannah dredging project – Final agreements have been signed allowing the Port to begin 
awarding contracts, completion due 2018 

 

 Port of Seattle Terminal 46 Rehabilitation Program-terminal crane upgrade and new road, $20 
million TIGER grant, reported 9/2014 

 

 Port of Virginia’s Norfolk International Terminal construction project will connect Norfolk directly to 
Interstate 564, $15 million TIGER grant, reported 9/2014. 

 

 As reported in The Journal of Commerce, 9/2014, the railroad industry is due to invest $26 billion in 
the U.S. rail network in 2014 

 

 Additional information about TIGER Grants:  http://www.dot.gov/tiger 
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Appendix 3:  Gray chassis pools  
 
“Gray” or neutral pools allow truckers to freely exchange chassis without having to make unproductive trips 
to switch chassis between trips for different carriers that require use of a specific pool’s chassis. 
 
LA/Long Beach:  Number of chassis available in LA/LB port complex and its vicinity as of November 2014, 
approximately 100,000 chassis.  
 
Who owns the chassis?  
•SSA 9,000 
•Flexi Van 19,000 
•DCLI 30,000 
•TRAC 37,000 
•Shipping Lines or Truckers (or customers) 5,000  
 
Gray chassis “pool of pools” - February 2015, an agreement has been reached with four major providers of 
chassis in Southern California — DCLI, TRAC Intermodal, Flexi-Van and SSA Marine — to work toward a 
phased approach to introduce the gray chassis concept.  This “pool of pools” will enable sharing of chassis 
with complete interoperability. 
 
New York/NJ:  Port of New York and New Jersey have agreed on a plan to create a “gray” chassis pool that 
would allow truckers to freely interchange chassis throughout the port as soon as 2nd quarter 2015. 
Vendors include TRAC, DCLI and Flexi Van. 
 
PNW: As of February 2015, TRAC Intermodal and Direct ChassisLink Inc./DCLI have formed a “gray” chassis 
pool to allow full interchange of most marine chassis in the Pacific Northwest ports of Seattle, Tacoma and 
Portland. 
 
 
CCM, Consolidated Chassis Management:   CCM currently has 6 Regional Pools including:  Chicago & Ohio 
Valley Consolidated (COCP); Denver Consolidated (DCCP); Gulf Consolidated (GCCP); Mid-South 
Consolidated (MCCP); Midwest Consolidated (MWCP); South Atlantic Consolidated (SACP).  There are 
approximately 140,000 chassis under management at these pools.  Pool locations: Denver, Salt Lake City, 
Memphis, Nashville, Huntsville, Savannah, Charlotte, Charleston, Jacksonville, Atlanta, Wilmington, Tampa, 
Birmingham, Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha, New Orleans, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, El Paso, Laredo, 
Mobile, Chicago, Columbus, Cleveland, Detroit, Louisville, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, and Milwaukee.   
 


